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-----Original Message-----
From: Miles Haukeness
Sent: October 23, 2021 8:04 PM
To: IJC Commission 
Subject: Re: Fwd: RE: Fwd: Souris River Channel Cleaning- Miles Haukeness= Part 2

While going the files I found the paper my daughter wrote 10 years ago.  Thought you may be interested.  Miles 
Haukeness

On Sat, 23 Oct 2021 19:52:24 -0400, M. Haukeness wrote:

Commission,  Can this project be undertaken as a means to improve channel flows and reduce flooding risk from 
Hwy 47 Culverts being blocked by dead trees during the next flood event?   I attach a summary pdf  of the 
correspondence with the Water Security Agency.  The project was approved and never undertaken.

Miles Haukeness  P.Eng   -   Estevan     

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Fwd: Souris River Channel Cleaning- Miles Haukeness
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 2016 17:56:12 +0000
From: Adrian Prybylski
To: Miles Haukeness
Cc: Bryan Oborne

I have spoken to the RM of Estevan about your plan.  Please ensure you are coordinating your project as they need 
to be involved to receive any assistance from the WSA.
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Allyson Haukeness 


Grade 12 -  Aug 2011 


Once in a Hundred Years 


 


I’m sitting in class, imagining the last couple of months of my high school career. At the end of May I would be 


performing in my last dance recital, and moved my feet under my desk constantly going over my routines. Thinking about 


performing my last ever solo, my last ever group numbers, and most importantly, my last time going on stage to say thank 


you to my instructor. I had grown up dancing next to most of the girls in my classes and it was soon coming to a bittersweet 


end. I thought about the last events I was putting on as the president of the student council, and our last meeting that we 


would joke around in. I was going to miss seeing those students every morning and had spent so much time with each of 


them throughout the year. I thought about my graduation speech, how I had tried to make it absolutely perfect because I 


wanted it to be meaningful but also funny, something that everyone would remember. I reminisced all the clinics and 


morning practices with the cheer team, how we were ready to give up when we were tired and frustrated, but kept on trying. I 


remembered accepting our provincial championship banner earlier in March and how proud our coach was. You never realize 


how important things are to you once they’re about to be gone forever. But the biggest event of my life as a seventeen year 


old was graduation. I anticipated a day of smiles, laughter, being dolled up and looking like and being treated like real 


princess. I looked around my class and thought, “we’ve all changed so much, where will the rest of our lives take us?” I was 


preparing to start a new job and organizing my first year at university, my summer would be busy that’s for sure. I was the 


first one to leave home and was worried about being successful and hoped to make my parents proud. I was waiting for my 


life to start and for everything to fall into place. The next few months will be stressful, but the most memorable months of my 


entire life so far. Looking back, I was naïve for thinking that my life was going to run smoothly. Because really, when do 


things ever go your way? 


 


 It had been an unusually wet spring in Estevan and more snow in our winter than we had seen for years in our small 


city boasting a population of 10,000 residents. It was May and our basement had water in it, but so did half the city and the 


most of the people who like us, lived out of town. I lived on an acreage, only a 5 minute drive outside of city limits along the 


Souris River. It was beautiful, secluded, completely surrounded by trees, and my family of five fit comfortably in our house. 


We had a pontoon along the river, which we walked down to the dock nearly everyday and took advantage of our unique 


property. Fishing, canoeing, skating, sledding, skiing, dirt biking, pretty much anything that required a body of water and 


open space, we did it. I felt alive living out there, walking around barefoot and exploring the land beyond our house. It was 


an escape, and walking across the footbridge and looking beyond the river, I never thought I would ever connect to it so 


personally. I loved my house, with the stone fireplace that I had spent many Christmas’ curled up in front of it with a blanket 


just looking at it and thinking how peaceful it was. This house had been the longest home I had ever lived in, and imagined 


my parents retiring in it and it being in the family for many years to come. I pictured bringing my kids there and doing all the 


things there that I used to do and wanted to show them my favourite places.  


 


  Rainstorms were not unusual for the area, it seemed to rain excessively every spring. But the Rafferty and Boundary 


reservoirs were at their maximum, and the watershed authority started releasing water at the beginning of April. The first 


round of flooding was hardly a flooding; the outflow started at 60 cms, and a little area in the back yard looked like a puddle. 


We continued to watch for updates as more rain was in the forecast. Our septic system was damaged, and the tank collapsed 


putting our hot water and bathrooms out of commission. It was challenging for our family, but manageable. My 88 year-old 


grandpa lived in town, and loved having us there each morning and night for showers and we played cards with him while we 


took turns. Each morning as I went to school, I watched the river rise slowly. It had risen before but was never a concern to 


our family. My dad had been asked at work if things we okay, and the next day all of his coworkers came out and 


sandbagged, just in case. The back yard had a nice wall built, ready for what we hoped would never come.  
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The second round of flooding was somewhat exciting, the river rose an anticipated 1.5 meters. We paddled around 


in our canoe to get to the backyard and started moving things from the barn to higher areas in the yard. We had set up pumps 


in the backyard to help keep water out, but it started seeping under more and more. The family was officially on pump duty, 


taking turns throughout the night managing the pumps in the basement and in the yard. I had been excused because my life 


was busy enough at the time; it was selfish of me, looking back. My family was stressed, running on no sleep, wondering 


what would happen from here on out. My father’s work came and sandbagged again, this time the bags wrapped around to 


the front of the house, completely enclosing it. Our family friends had come out and together with them we sandbagged 


more, building it even higher. Sandbagging is not fun, more like absolute hell. Your back hurts from transporting it onto the 


pile and your hands blister from shovelling sand into the bags. The father of a girl I used to dance died from a heart attack he 


had while sandbagging his friend’s yard. Reality set in, and the rain would not stop. I recall an image of my mom looking out 


towards to the backyard in the house crying and praying to God to make the rain stop. There were many tears shed that 


month, as we were all fighting, everyone was exhausted, and we wanted to know what exactly would happen. The rain did 


not let up and 41 millimeters fell.  


 


 The third round of flooding occurred during my last few days of high school. The night before, I had noticed water 


creeping into our front driveway. The next morning, we had to move our vehicles out of the yard. The combined release of 


water was now at 450 cms. I sat in my classes, not wanting to be there, wanting to watch the water and hope for it to 


miraculously go down. The water was knee-deep throughout the front yard onto the main road, and was moving strong. The 


weekend after classes ended, I was in first-aid courses. My eyes were on my phone, waiting for a call. They had to release 


more water, and would mean an official evacuation was nearing. I got the call around lunch and went out to our place. I 


slowly waded through the water; it was flowing so strong I was afraid of being pushed away. It went over my boots and filled 


them, it felt so cold and dirty. My feet still feel cold from those boots. My mom had told my older brother and I, whose 


rooms were on the lower level to take anything off the floor and move our drawers on top of our beds. We expected at most a 


couple inches of water in the house. I moved my artwork and some drawers on my bed and packed some clothes into a 


suitcase, necessities, and moved into my best friend’s room who lived a couple of blocks from my grandpa’s place. My 


family moved into my grandpa’s two bedroom one bath house, and were feeling overwhelmed. I remember placing my rabbit 


into a bucket, and pushing her across the water. It must have looked silly, but it was the safest way of taking her out of the 


house. We had to leave our two cats behind, as my grandpa wasn’t fond of them and things were hectic enough with our four 


dogs and my rabbit also in his house. When they came to check to see if we had evacuated, I was just packing my suitcase 


into my car. My dad hid in the house and stayed behind and said he would stay as long as he could, promising to meet us at 


grandpas soon. He wanted to fight the flood, but the flood was bigger and stronger than one man alone. We waited at our 


grandpas and feared the worst when we stopped answering his cell. Did he try leaving and the water carried him away? So 


many scenarios were playing over in our minds. My grandpa was crying and we were crying; all we could do was wait. 


  


Around supper, he came in the house and looked the oldest I had ever seen him look; he was worn out from fighting 


an impossible battle. He slowly said, “Well, we lost” and broke down. We all sat there sobbing, picturing the water flowing 


into our house. He explained that the water had broke through the front sandbags and came rushing in all at once, and he 


panicked and opened all the doors before getting out. The highways had water over them, roads were shut down, and at the 


peak of the flooding the flow reached 770 cms. Again, we were waiting so we could get back to the house. A few days later, I 


was getting ready to go to the school and write a final when my dad called me. All I could hear on his phone was the sound of 


my cat crying, he was in the house. I told him to stay there and that I was coming and he couldn’t try to tell me I wasn’t 


allowed to. I drove past a barricade and put on my ‘flood’ rubber boots for what seemed liked the hundredth time. I made it in 


the house and looked around at what was left, it was in ruins. There were things everywhere; things from the bathroom were 


in the kitchen, the carpet and furniture were soaked and smelled of mold, and the basement was dark and cold with garbage 


and debris floating around. You could hardly see anything, and I wasn’t even sure how to go about removing the water from 


there. I saw my dad and then saw my cat who looked so out of sorts. Her paws were wet and squished into the carpet with 


each step she took. Our other cat sat on the front steps crying, wondering why she had been confined to this house, now an 


island.  


I called my older brother, who came home from work and we began to go through our rooms. The water left a line 
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along all the walls and the smell; it was so revolting that I could hardly bear to be in there. I felt my things that I had left on 


my bed and they were soaked. I moved everything off my art folder only to discover all of my artwork was wrecked. All of 


my things in my drawers and closet were soaked, and I began the painstaking task of throwing soaking wet clothing into 


garbage bags so they could be washed. They were so heavy and reeked so bad. If I could forget that smell, I would. It took 


awhile to figure out what had been lost in the flood. Our pool and trampoline from outside were carried away, and our boat 


was wedged in between the trees way in the back and our pontoon was tipped into the bushes in a dug out. I lost a lot of 


sentimental items from my room, like a box that was full of things that my grandma left to me after she passed. I had a 


drawing of her in the box as an angel, and it was one of my favourite drawings I had ever made. My mom had lost old family 


albums, things she could never restore. The most important items we lost were in a box, all of our Christmas ornaments. All 


of them were handmade by us kids and held a special meaning to each of us. Ornaments from when we were little, some from 


when we were older, but nonetheless irreplaceable. It took a week for my mom to come and see the house, but soon we talked 


about clearing the house and starting rebuilding.  


 


A week after we started emptying the house, my graduation approached. It was not at all what I had imagined. There 


is a picture of my mom and older brother on his grad, of her pinning his corsage to his suit in the house. I hoped for a picture 


of my mom helping me with my dress and a picture in front of the trees in the front yard, which seemed to be the backdrop 


for every family photo. I spent the morning of my grad sitting in my grandpa’s chair, the house empty. I left my friend’s 


house so she could be with her family, and I wanted nothing more than for mine to be there with me. It was selfish really, but 


I just wanted one day where we could forget about the flood and notice what was going on in my life. Graduation was not the 


fairy tale I wanted it to be; I was hot, nervous, and stressed about my future and the future of my family. It finally ended and 


my life quickly went back to reality.  


Our hopes were high, as every piece of furniture and ruined things were thrown out and we had our hired workers 


rip out drywall that had been damaged. Things were looking up, the house looked good cleared out and it was down to its 


bare bones; but the foundation along the riverbank started to crumble away. Trees fell into the water and we had to be very 


careful when walking around the yard. It would take years for the land to settle, and we reluctantly accepted that we could no 


longer rebuild. That was devastating; we never imagined that we would not be moving back into our home. Our house was 


assessed and they ordered it to be knocked down. It wasn’t knocked down until months later, but during that summer we 


looked for a new house and found an acreage north of town, a safe area. We moved in a week before I left for Regina, and I 


unpacked my things only to discover that I really had nothing. What I did have lingered the smell of the river, or at least it did 


to me. I never settled in nor did I want to, and when I came home for Christmas, it still didn’t feel like home. I wanted to be 


at my house in front of the fireplace, not looking at a Christmas tree covered in decorations that I had never seen. There are 


many things I don’t like about our new house, like how there are no trees and that it is all farmland. But, I mostly didn’t like 


how no one knew what had really happened that spring and summer, because no one could ever understand what it was like.  


 


I planned to spend my last summer of high school enjoying my new job and spending time with my friends before 


we parted ways. I never pictured that my family would be homeless and that every day would be just as stressful as the next. 


The absolute worst part of the flooding was the feeling of not having any control. I wanted the rain to stop, I wanted to move 


the water away from our home, and I wanted to land to stay intact. Each time I drive down to our old property it becomes 


easier and easier. I used to sit in my car and cry looking at house knowing that nothing was in it and that I would never live in 


it again. I now think about all of the happy memories we shared there as a family, and the devastating ones we shared as well. 


I think about how my cat was there all summer and she was ill by the time we moved into our new house. She was put down 


right before Christmas, and I hardly spent any time with her at all that summer. I have so many regrets about that spring, like 


how I cared more about myself than I did about helping and wanting all of the attention towards me. I avoided helping during 


the initial flooding because I thought there was nothing to worry about and used school as an excuse. I grew up a lot that 


summer and it made me very thankful for the family that I have. I have a new perspective on life, and I can’t stand people 


who take things for granted and who think they have so much to complain about. The flooding tested our family, and we 


survived only because our love, dedication, and hard work. We never gave up, and all made sacrifices, suffered losses not 


only financially but also emotionally. The only positive outcome of the flooding was that my family was able to stay 


together. They called it a once-in-a-100-year event.  
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Once in a Hundred Years 

I’m sitting in class, imagining the last couple of months of my high school career. At the end of May I would be 

performing in my last dance recital, and moved my feet under my desk constantly going over my routines. Thinking about 

performing my last ever solo, my last ever group numbers, and most importantly, my last time going on stage to say thank 

you to my instructor. I had grown up dancing next to most of the girls in my classes and it was soon coming to a bittersweet 

end. I thought about the last events I was putting on as the president of the student council, and our last meeting that we 

would joke around in. I was going to miss seeing those students every morning and had spent so much time with each of 

them throughout the year. I thought about my graduation speech, how I had tried to make it absolutely perfect because I 

wanted it to be meaningful but also funny, something that everyone would remember. I reminisced all the clinics and 

morning practices with the cheer team, how we were ready to give up when we were tired and frustrated, but kept on trying. I 

remembered accepting our provincial championship banner earlier in March and how proud our coach was. You never realize 

how important things are to you once they’re about to be gone forever. But the biggest event of my life as a seventeen year 

old was graduation. I anticipated a day of smiles, laughter, being dolled up and looking like and being treated like real 

princess. I looked around my class and thought, “we’ve all changed so much, where will the rest of our lives take us?” I was 

preparing to start a new job and organizing my first year at university, my summer would be busy that’s for sure. I was the 

first one to leave home and was worried about being successful and hoped to make my parents proud. I was waiting for my 

life to start and for everything to fall into place. The next few months will be stressful, but the most memorable months of my 

entire life so far. Looking back, I was naïve for thinking that my life was going to run smoothly. Because really, when do 

things ever go your way? 

It had been an unusually wet spring in Estevan and more snow in our winter than we had seen for years in our small 

city boasting a population of 10,000 residents. It was May and our basement had water in it, but so did half the city and the 

most of the people who like us, lived out of town. I lived on an acreage, only a 5 minute drive outside of city limits along the 

Souris River. It was beautiful, secluded, completely surrounded by trees, and my family of five fit comfortably in our house. 

We had a pontoon along the river, which we walked down to the dock nearly everyday and took advantage of our unique 

property. Fishing, canoeing, skating, sledding, skiing, dirt biking, pretty much anything that required a body of water and 

open space, we did it. I felt alive living out there, walking around barefoot and exploring the land beyond our house. It was 

an escape, and walking across the footbridge and looking beyond the river, I never thought I would ever connect to it so 

personally. I loved my house, with the stone fireplace that I had spent many Christmas’ curled up in front of it with a blanket 

just looking at it and thinking how peaceful it was. This house had been the longest home I had ever lived in, and imagined 

my parents retiring in it and it being in the family for many years to come. I pictured bringing my kids there and doing all the 

things there that I used to do and wanted to show them my favourite places.  

 Rainstorms were not unusual for the area, it seemed to rain excessively every spring. But the Rafferty and Boundary 

reservoirs were at their maximum, and the watershed authority started releasing water at the beginning of April. The first 

round of flooding was hardly a flooding; the outflow started at 60 cms, and a little area in the back yard looked like a puddle. 

We continued to watch for updates as more rain was in the forecast. Our septic system was damaged, and the tank collapsed 

putting our hot water and bathrooms out of commission. It was challenging for our family, but manageable. My 88 year-old 

grandpa lived in town, and loved having us there each morning and night for showers and we played cards with him while we 

took turns. Each morning as I went to school, I watched the river rise slowly. It had risen before but was never a concern to 

our family. My dad had been asked at work if things we okay, and the next day all of his coworkers came out and 

sandbagged, just in case. The back yard had a nice wall built, ready for what we hoped would never come.  
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The second round of flooding was somewhat exciting, the river rose an anticipated 1.5 meters. We paddled around 

in our canoe to get to the backyard and started moving things from the barn to higher areas in the yard. We had set up pumps 

in the backyard to help keep water out, but it started seeping under more and more. The family was officially on pump duty, 

taking turns throughout the night managing the pumps in the basement and in the yard. I had been excused because my life 

was busy enough at the time; it was selfish of me, looking back. My family was stressed, running on no sleep, wondering 

what would happen from here on out. My father’s work came and sandbagged again, this time the bags wrapped around to 

the front of the house, completely enclosing it. Our family friends had come out and together with them we sandbagged 

more, building it even higher. Sandbagging is not fun, more like absolute hell. Your back hurts from transporting it onto the 

pile and your hands blister from shovelling sand into the bags. The father of a girl I used to dance died from a heart attack he 

had while sandbagging his friend’s yard. Reality set in, and the rain would not stop. I recall an image of my mom looking out 

towards to the backyard in the house crying and praying to God to make the rain stop. There were many tears shed that 

month, as we were all fighting, everyone was exhausted, and we wanted to know what exactly would happen. The rain did 

not let up and 41 millimeters fell.  

The third round of flooding occurred during my last few days of high school. The night before, I had noticed water 

creeping into our front driveway. The next morning, we had to move our vehicles out of the yard. The combined release of 

water was now at 450 cms. I sat in my classes, not wanting to be there, wanting to watch the water and hope for it to 

miraculously go down. The water was knee-deep throughout the front yard onto the main road, and was moving strong. The 

weekend after classes ended, I was in first-aid courses. My eyes were on my phone, waiting for a call. They had to release 

more water, and would mean an official evacuation was nearing. I got the call around lunch and went out to our place. I 

slowly waded through the water; it was flowing so strong I was afraid of being pushed away. It went over my boots and filled 

them, it felt so cold and dirty. My feet still feel cold from those boots. My mom had told my older brother and I, whose 

rooms were on the lower level to take anything off the floor and move our drawers on top of our beds. We expected at most a 

couple inches of water in the house. I moved my artwork and some drawers on my bed and packed some clothes into a 

suitcase, necessities, and moved into my best friend’s room who lived a couple of blocks from my grandpa’s place. My 

family moved into my grandpa’s two bedroom one bath house, and were feeling overwhelmed. I remember placing my rabbit 

into a bucket, and pushing her across the water. It must have looked silly, but it was the safest way of taking her out of the 

house. We had to leave our two cats behind, as my grandpa wasn’t fond of them and things were hectic enough with our four 

dogs and my rabbit also in his house. When they came to check to see if we had evacuated, I was just packing my suitcase 

into my car. My dad hid in the house and stayed behind and said he would stay as long as he could, promising to meet us at 

grandpas soon. He wanted to fight the flood, but the flood was bigger and stronger than one man alone. We waited at our 

grandpas and feared the worst when we stopped answering his cell. Did he try leaving and the water carried him away? So 

many scenarios were playing over in our minds. My grandpa was crying and we were crying; all we could do was wait. 

Around supper, he came in the house and looked the oldest I had ever seen him look; he was worn out from fighting 

an impossible battle. He slowly said, “Well, we lost” and broke down. We all sat there sobbing, picturing the water flowing 

into our house. He explained that the water had broke through the front sandbags and came rushing in all at once, and he 

panicked and opened all the doors before getting out. The highways had water over them, roads were shut down, and at the 

peak of the flooding the flow reached 770 cms. Again, we were waiting so we could get back to the house. A few days later, I 

was getting ready to go to the school and write a final when my dad called me. All I could hear on his phone was the sound of 

my cat crying, he was in the house. I told him to stay there and that I was coming and he couldn’t try to tell me I wasn’t 

allowed to. I drove past a barricade and put on my ‘flood’ rubber boots for what seemed liked the hundredth time. I made it in 

the house and looked around at what was left, it was in ruins. There were things everywhere; things from the bathroom were 

in the kitchen, the carpet and furniture were soaked and smelled of mold, and the basement was dark and cold with garbage 

and debris floating around. You could hardly see anything, and I wasn’t even sure how to go about removing the water from 

there. I saw my dad and then saw my cat who looked so out of sorts. Her paws were wet and squished into the carpet with 

each step she took. Our other cat sat on the front steps crying, wondering why she had been confined to this house, now an 

island.  

I called my older brother, who came home from work and we began to go through our rooms. The water left a line 
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along all the walls and the smell; it was so revolting that I could hardly bear to be in there. I felt my things that I had left on 

my bed and they were soaked. I moved everything off my art folder only to discover all of my artwork was wrecked. All of 

my things in my drawers and closet were soaked, and I began the painstaking task of throwing soaking wet clothing into 

garbage bags so they could be washed. They were so heavy and reeked so bad. If I could forget that smell, I would. It took 

awhile to figure out what had been lost in the flood. Our pool and trampoline from outside were carried away, and our boat 

was wedged in between the trees way in the back and our pontoon was tipped into the bushes in a dug out. I lost a lot of 

sentimental items from my room, like a box that was full of things that my grandma left to me after she passed. I had a 

drawing of her in the box as an angel, and it was one of my favourite drawings I had ever made. My mom had lost old family 

albums, things she could never restore. The most important items we lost were in a box, all of our Christmas ornaments. All 

of them were handmade by us kids and held a special meaning to each of us. Ornaments from when we were little, some from 

when we were older, but nonetheless irreplaceable. It took a week for my mom to come and see the house, but soon we talked 

about clearing the house and starting rebuilding.  

A week after we started emptying the house, my graduation approached. It was not at all what I had imagined. There 

is a picture of my mom and older brother on his grad, of her pinning his corsage to his suit in the house. I hoped for a picture 

of my mom helping me with my dress and a picture in front of the trees in the front yard, which seemed to be the backdrop 

for every family photo. I spent the morning of my grad sitting in my grandpa’s chair, the house empty. I left my friend’s 

house so she could be with her family, and I wanted nothing more than for mine to be there with me. It was selfish really, but 

I just wanted one day where we could forget about the flood and notice what was going on in my life. Graduation was not the 

fairy tale I wanted it to be; I was hot, nervous, and stressed about my future and the future of my family. It finally ended and 

my life quickly went back to reality.  

Our hopes were high, as every piece of furniture and ruined things were thrown out and we had our hired workers 

rip out drywall that had been damaged. Things were looking up, the house looked good cleared out and it was down to its 

bare bones; but the foundation along the riverbank started to crumble away. Trees fell into the water and we had to be very 

careful when walking around the yard. It would take years for the land to settle, and we reluctantly accepted that we could no 

longer rebuild. That was devastating; we never imagined that we would not be moving back into our home. Our house was 

assessed and they ordered it to be knocked down. It wasn’t knocked down until months later, but during that summer we 

looked for a new house and found an acreage north of town, a safe area. We moved in a week before I left for Regina, and I 

unpacked my things only to discover that I really had nothing. What I did have lingered the smell of the river, or at least it did 

to me. I never settled in nor did I want to, and when I came home for Christmas, it still didn’t feel like home. I wanted to be 

at my house in front of the fireplace, not looking at a Christmas tree covered in decorations that I had never seen. There are 

many things I don’t like about our new house, like how there are no trees and that it is all farmland. But, I mostly didn’t like 

how no one knew what had really happened that spring and summer, because no one could ever understand what it was like. 

I planned to spend my last summer of high school enjoying my new job and spending time with my friends before 

we parted ways. I never pictured that my family would be homeless and that every day would be just as stressful as the next. 

The absolute worst part of the flooding was the feeling of not having any control. I wanted the rain to stop, I wanted to move 

the water away from our home, and I wanted to land to stay intact. Each time I drive down to our old property it becomes 

easier and easier. I used to sit in my car and cry looking at house knowing that nothing was in it and that I would never live in 

it again. I now think about all of the happy memories we shared there as a family, and the devastating ones we shared as well. 

I think about how my cat was there all summer and she was ill by the time we moved into our new house. She was put down 

right before Christmas, and I hardly spent any time with her at all that summer. I have so many regrets about that spring, like 

how I cared more about myself than I did about helping and wanting all of the attention towards me. I avoided helping during 

the initial flooding because I thought there was nothing to worry about and used school as an excuse. I grew up a lot that 

summer and it made me very thankful for the family that I have. I have a new perspective on life, and I can’t stand people 

who take things for granted and who think they have so much to complain about. The flooding tested our family, and we 

survived only because our love, dedication, and hard work. We never gave up, and all made sacrifices, suffered losses not 

only financially but also emotionally. The only positive outcome of the flooding was that my family was able to stay 

together. They called it a once-in-a-100-year event.  
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Miles Haukeness P.Eng       October 23, 2021 

Souris River Channel Clearing  -  Approved Remediation -  RM #5 to Tender 

Pictures are included of some of the areas 

Original Message -------- 

Subject: RE: Fwd: Souris River Channel Cleaning- Miles Haukeness 

Date: Mon, 11 Jan 2016 17:56:12 +0000 

From: Adrian Prybylski 

To: Miles Haukeness
Cc: Bryan Oborne 

I have spoken to the RM of Estevan about your plan.  Please ensure you are coordinating your project as 
they need to be involved to receive any assistance from the WSA. 

----- Forwarded message from Miles Haukeness ----- 

Date: Mon, 09 Feb 2015 10:08:11 -0600 
From: Miles Haukeness
Subject: Fwd: Souris River Channel Cleaning 
To:   Adrian Prybylski

From: Miles Haukeness
Subject: Souris River Channel Cleaning 
To: comm@wsask.ca 

Dear Saskatchewan Water Security Agency 

I would like to request that the WSA consider the following report in regards to the channel condition 
of the Souris River downstream of Rafferty Dam . 

There are currently a large number of dead trees ( some over 100 ft tall) that are standing in the river , 
or are overhanging the bank of the river ( almost falling in) - refer to attached pictures.   There is a high 
risk that when the next releases are required the dead trees and debris will be carried downstream and 
plug off the bridge at Highway 47.   The Souris river banks are full at 150 m3/sec and the trees will be 

displaced and they will not be able to pass through the restriction at Hwy 47.     

If that happens the trees would collect further debris and then the Souris River/Long Creek would be 
backed up until the flow is carried over the highway -  which in 2011 - flows were around 700 
m3/sec. . there were no trees in the river so flows were maintained until 400m3/sec- unlike now as 
there are a lot of trees that have died when banks have collapsed..   Should even a 150 m3/sec flow 
occur again and the Highway bridge is blocked the upstream height of water backed up would be the 
same devastating height as the maximum level that occurred in 2011.  I used to live near the Estevan 
Water Treater Plant and am considering rebuilding so I am trying to mitigate future losses.   
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 I estimate there are app 100 trees in the river and a lot more that are falling in ,  that should be culled 
and some bank areas restored that are restricting flows.     The worst areas are between the Souris river 
crossings at Highway 18 West and Highway 47 crossing ( about 4 kilometers).   

 Downstream of Highway 47 - there are fewer restrictions and if blocked the height to traverse ( ie the 
the coal haul road was under water at 60 m3/sec ) is lot lower than the surface elevation of Highway 47. 
The Highway 47 culverts reached capacity at about 300 m3/sec in 2011 and then the excess flow backed 
up to our house until the water level breached over the top of the highway – resulting in extensive bank 
damage.   

I attach the reference from your website - as it would appear to be your mandate to help protect us 
homeowners,  the Water Treatment Plant and especially the Estevan sewage lagoons which all would go 
underwater again.  

Souris River Channel Improvements 

As part of the Rafferty-Alameda Project, conveyance improvements were constructed along 9.1 km of 

the Souris River between Rafferty Dam and the Woodlawn Park Weir (east of the City of Estevan). The 

channel design flow was 14.16 m3/s (500 cfs). 

The Water Security Agency is wholly responsible for the maintenance of the improved channel 

I can be reached anytime at xxx-xxx-xxxx or email response.    Regards 

Miles Haukeness P.Eng 

Estevan  

----- End forwarded message ----- 
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Location of HWY 47 Culvert  South of Estevan  

Trees in River Upstream of HWY 47 Culvert 

½ mile Upstream of HWY 47 after 2011  -  My Garage Area 
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Dear Mr. Haukeness, 

Thank you for taking the time to submit a formal written comment as part of the 
International Joint Commission’s review of the International Souris River Study Board’s 
final report and recommendations. 

The responsibility to maintain capacity falls to the Rural Municipality of Estevan and the 
Water Security Agency. The IJC encourages you to follow up with WSA, they have been 
alerted to your specific issue and are expecting your inquiry. The contact at WSA is 
Kevin.wingert@wsask.ca, so please feel free to contact him directly.  

We thank you for your interest in the Study. 

International Joint Commission  

  

mailto:Kevin.wingert@wsask.ca
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‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Ralph Smart
Sent: November 2, 2021 9:59 PM 
To: IJC Commission <commission@ijc.org> 
Subject: Souris River Study 

Hi.  Ralph Smart from Estevan  Saskatchewan.  Born and raised farming in southern Manitoba close to the souris river 
along the Canada USA border   I can remember my grandfather telling me how the souris river where it entered Canada 
across from the J Clark Sawyer reservoir used to be more of a swamp with the channel meandering through it heading 
north till it narrowed south of Melita Manitoba. I’m not sure the year but it was obviously dry years when they dredged 
a channel through it to straighten and control the flow of the river   Very interesting history to that area as he told me of 
famous hunters that came to the area.  Boxcars of shotgun shells were sent by train to Westhope North Dakota World 
class waterfowling for sure. At 57 years of age I’ve seen Melita Manitoba flood and been threatened many times as well 
as the city of Estevan now that I live here  Very high run off springs as well as unprecedented extreme spring rainfall can 
and obviously does happen  as shown by history Hence the completion of the reservoirs in Saskatchewan to help curb 
these events. A good idea for sure but a perfect fix we’ll hardly. Rain and snow accumulation doesn’t discriminate 
between international boundaries. The flood in 2011 which was severe was not just caused by Canadian water which 
many were led to believe. It created an animosity between our countries because the correct fact were never printed.  
Thus this is one recommendation I would put forth is to be made available the facts on ground water levels and carrying 
capacity along with snow pak and rainfall levels as they occur.  A lot of people from the USA I talked to blamed Canada 
solely for the damage they received from the so called Canadian water. Feelings still felt to this day.  People I talked to 
along with ranchers stated that they the tax payers paid for the reservoirs and that they should be kept dry or an 
extreme low level 
And used to hold excessive water runoffs   Fact Is Rafferty would have filled many times over and I feel did as good a job 
as you could hope for with such an extreme  occurrence   Imagine what would of happened if it along with Alameda 
dam wouldn’t have been in place.  Facts instead of hateful rumours would of helped elevate some tensions.       The 
second recommendation I have would be to study any other option of flood control near the city of Minot itself. 
Winnipeg Manitoba did an extensive bypass to help eleviate flood waters from the Red River which originates in USA. 
Not always Canadian runoff that causes international flooding   The idea I got from talking to North Dakota residents is 
that they feel these reservoirs should be kept empty. Thus is not how dams work. Water against the base of dams hold 
them and anchor them in place   A lot of recreational opportunity has also been created by these resevoirs since their 
completions Outstanding fishing and boating has evolved which many people from both Canada and the USA enjoy. I 
have a vested interested in this because I am the sole owner of the guiding rights for fishing on Rafferty. I also own the 
convenience store at Mainprize park on Rafferty at the marina To see water levels maintained at a level unsuitable for 
any recreational use would surely hurt tourism in our area  Now the city of Estevan draws water through a pipeline to 
the city’s treatment plant. Insufficient flows in the Souris river where they previously obtained their water were highly 
volatile with the fluctuating water levels   A superb option of lake water is far superior to what they had  Severe draw 
downs of lake water levels could impact this new system they have put in place   In conclusion I feel if more facts were 
to be published and the reasoning behind how things are being managed would help to alleviate some cross border 
tensions that could arrise again. People from Canada getting threatened in Minot spending money should never happen 
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again because of the unknown facts. Also if the water draw down if necessary is available for longer duration would 
make far more sense then a big fall let out of water and then having a winter of extremely low snowfall thus leaving the 
reservoirs very low. This happened last fall. Currently Rafferty is close to 7 vertical feet lower than what it has been in 
resent years  If a big accumulation of snow occurs then the resevoir level could then be adjusted accordingly. Lake of the 
Prairies in Manitoba on the Assiniboine river is just such an example of level adjusting according to snow accumulation 
and also soil moisture in the fall    I appreciate being able to voice my input into the operation and management of the 
Souris river  No one can predict perfectly how it’s going to be one year to the next but if the facts and being able to see 
what and why management is being implemented would greatly help cross border and neighbourly relations. Thanks 
Ralph Smart. prairie pro outfitters  
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Dear Mr. Smart, 

Thank you for taking the time to submit a formal written comment as part of the 
International Joint Commission’s review of the International Souris River Study Board’s 
final report and recommendations. 

The Commission is taking your comments and thoughtful recommendations into 
consideration as it prepares its final report and recommendations to the governments of 
the United States and Canada. Your comments will also be shared with the study board, 
and with the permanent IJC International Souris River Board (tasked with overseeing 
water apportionment, flood forecasting, and monitoring watershed issues in the basin). 

Again, thank you for your interest in the study and the work of the IJC. 

International Joint Commission 



last 50 years ! It should still be given a serious look. Keeping the spring runoff  from these creeks 
going into the Souris River at the peak flow times would make a huge difference in flooding the 
Souris . Also this water dammed up could be used for many purposes in our area instead of just 
flowing by every spring.
Thanks for you time and attention , Troy Mayes

 Pierson, Mb.
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From: Troy Mayes  
Sent: October 17, 2021 11:06 AM
To: IJC Commission <commission@ijc.org>
Subject: Souris river flood control

This will be short and to my point. I feel one of the ways the souris watershed should be managed 
better is the feeding streams / creeks into the souris should have dams on them close to the 
entrance of the souris River. In my area of SW Manitoba there are 2 major creeks that feed the 
souris River. One is the Antler River and the other is the Gainsborough Creek. I understand back in 
the 60s there was a plan and survey done on the gainsborough creek to install a dam ; it was to be 
called the Paterson Dam.   If that dam had been built it would have benefited our area  greatly  the 



Dear Mr. Mayes, 

Thank you for taking the time to submit a formal written comment as part of the 
International Joint Commission’s review of the International Souris River Study Board’s 
final report and recommendations. 

In response to your question regarding the construction of additional dams in the Souris 
River system, it is up to the state and provincial jurisdictions to implement structural 
measures in the basin to control flooding and water supply. Therefore, the IJC does not 
have the authority to propose the construction of a water storage structure such as the 
reservoir that you mentioned, but could have a role in reviewing and approving the 
project if ever Manitoba were to make a formal application. 

IJC staff would be happy to follow up with you if you have further questions related to 
this inquiry. Again, thank you for your interest in the study and the work of the IJC. 

International Joint Commission 



Dear Mr. Downey, 

Thank you for taking the time to provide a comment at the IJC public hearing on 
November 3rd on the International Souris River Study.  

We would like to respond to your comment regarding the construction of additional water 
storage in the Manitoba portion of the basin.  If Manitoba ever were to be a proponent of 
such a project, it could implicate Article IV of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909, 
which is that a country seeking to build a structure along a transboundary water that 
could raise the natural level of waters upstream on the other side of the boundary would 
have to be approved by the International Joint Commission. 

Therefore, the IJC does not have the authority to propose the construction of a water 
storage structure such as the reservoir that you mentioned, but could have a role in 
reviewing and approving the project if ever Manitoba were to make a formal application 
for the project. 

IJC staff would be happy to follow up with you if you have further questions related to 
this inquiry. Again, thank you for your interest in the study and the work of the IJC. 

Commissioner Lance Yohe 



Dear Ms. Norman, 

Thank you for taking the time to provide a comment at the IJC public hearing on 
November 3rd on the International Souris River Study. Although your question was 
answered in part by the study co-chairs during the hearing, we wanted to follow up with 
some additional information.  

One of the key recommendations stemming from the International Souris River Study 
Board’s report is for the IJC to set up an Indigenous Advisory Committee within the 
International Souris River Board (the permanent board tasked with overseeing water 
apportionment, flood forecasting, and monitoring watershed issues in the basin). A 
critical role of the Indigenous Advisory Committee will be to provide the permanent 
board with the advice it needs to understand and address the interests and concerns of 
First Nations, the Métis Nation and Tribes that live or have interests in the basin when 
overseeing the management of the Souris River system, including much of the 
information and results coming from the study. To learn more about the role of the IJC’s 
permanent Souris River Board, please visit:  https://ijc.org/en/srb. 

The IJC is currently reviewing the study board’s recommendation and has already taken 
steps to create the Indigenous Advisory Committee for the permanent board. If you are 
interested in knowing more about this process, IJC staff would be willing to answer any 
questions you may have. Again, thank you for your interest in the study and the work of 
the IJC. 

International Joint Commission 

https://ijc.org/en/srb
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